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Pesco Products has designed and developed a hermetically sealed
pump-motor assembly (PMA) to circulate Dow Corning coolant in a
Brayton Cycle Space Power Conversion System.
The PMA has a nominal rating of 3. 7 gpm and 70 psi head rise at
an operating speed of 11,200 rpm with a nominal inverter input of 56 v dc,
and an over-all PMA efficiency of 26%. The specification requirement is
60 psi minimum head rise at rated flow. The PMA has an average weight
of 15 pounds and the average weight of the inverter is 25 pounds six
ounces.
This report includes a description of the pump and motor design,
assembly and envelope drawings, reliability results, pump, motor, and
bearing calculations, development test results, and acceptance test
results.
Seven PMA's were fabricated and acceptance tested under the con-
tract. Six assemblies were shipped to NASA-Lewis Research Center
and the seventh unit was used for development testing. Test results show
a pumping ability down to five feet NPSH at 79°F; a starting capability at
-71 °F with a head rise of 62 psi at 3. 7 gpm and at +150°F with a head rise
of 68. 6 psi at 3. 7 gpm flow. A 20, 000 hour endurance test on the PMA
and inverter was successfully completed.
No degradation in unit performance was observed during the 20, 000
hour test. Disassembly inspection showed the unit to be in excellent
condition with the parts meeting the original blueprint requirements. The
unit was reassembled as is and seal-welded for use as a spare unit.
A minimum of design and testing problems were encountered during
the performance of this program. The PMA meets or exceeds the require-
ments of the contract specification.
INTRODUCTION
NASA-Lewis Research Center issued contract number NAS
3-10935 for the design, development, fabrication, and testing of a pump-
motor inverter assembly for the circulation of Dow Corning 200 coolant
in a Brayton Cycle Space Power Conversion System.
The power conversion system has potential use with solar, radio-
isotope and nuclear reactor heat sources. The power output is Z. 0 KW to
15 KW at 1200 Hertz. The system is designed for an unattended space life
of five years.
The PMA is a hermetically sealed unit that is powered by a static
inverter designed and developed by Gulton Industries, Incorporated under
a subcontract, for the Borg-Warner Corporation, Pesco Products Division.
A portion of the 1200 Hertz Brayton Power System electrical output is con-
verted to dc power. The static inverter inverts and conditions the dc power
(50 to 60 v dc), to 400 Hertz quasi-square wave three phase power (approxi-
mately 39. 5 v ac - 47. 5 v ac) to drive the PMA. All inverters were accep-
tance tested for 100 hours at Gulton. The work conducted by Gulton
Industries on the inverter - Gulton P/N EMIU-104D - is documented in
NASA CR-72671 entitled "Final Report - Design and Manufacture of Static
Inverter for Brayton Power Conversion System" (Reference 1).
The purpose of the program is to develop flight type hardware with
maximum reliability during the design life as the primary objective. Other
objectives are maximum combined efficiency of the pump, motor, and in-
verter, small size and light weight. The units are designed to meet NASA
environmental specifications P-1224-1 and P-1224-2 but were not tested to
these specifications.
The development PMA and inverter were assurance tested for 250
hours running time with 250 start-stop cycles. Also run were cold start
tests at -65°F, hot tests at 150°F, NPSH tests down to 5 feet, reverse
rotation tests, and dry start-up tests. This same unit has subsequently com-
pleted a 20, 000 hour endurance test in the test loop at Pesco/- The test loop
is automated for unattended operation and has hot and cold ambient capability
but no vacuum ambient capability. The other six PMA's were acceptance
tested at Pesco for 100 hours prior to shipment to NASA-Lewis Research
Center, five with inverters and one using sine wave power.
The PMA is similar to liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen chilldown
pumps that Pesco has developed for use on the Saturn vehicle. These
pumps are also powered by a 400 cycle quasi-square wave inverter.
UNIT DESIGN
Pump Assembly
The pump assembly is of the centrifugal type mounted directly on
the same shaft with the 400 Hz electric motor. The unit is designed to
pump Dow Corning 200 (dimethyl silicone fluid) with a viscosity grade of
2. 0 centistokes at 77°F and to meet the following performance requirements.
Pump Design Capacity - 3. 7 gpna
Pump Design Head Rise - 60 psi (159 ft) min.
Available Net Positive Suction Head - 20 psi (53 ft) min.
Steady-State Fluid Temperature - 20° to 100°F
Minimum Temp - Initial Start-up - -65 °F
The PMA and integral filter are contained in a stainless steel
cylindrical casing. The design includes provisions for seal welding for
hermetically sealing the assembly. The seal weld joints provide a minimum
capability of three (3) rewelds with only minor machining for disassembly
and reassembly. Drawing 115146-100, Figure A and Figure B shows the
unit assembly and envelope dimensions. Figure C is a photograph of the
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Pumping is provided by a radial flow impeller discharging into a
diffuser. The flow is then directed through the motor cavity. In this
manner, the entire pump flow is used to cool the motor windings and helps
to promote long unit life.
The pump design includes a replaceable orifice in an external bypass
from the pump discharge to the pump inlet. The design provides for either
o-ring sealing or seal welding. Present units have the bypass blocked off and
the assembly seal welded.
The unit pressure and flow requirements dictate a specific speed of
approximately 480, which is at the low end of the specific speed range
normally covered by centrifugal pumps. A radial flow impeller design with
eight drilled . 123" diameter holes and a diffuser with nine . 056" diameter
holes was utilized to obtain the required performance. The efficiency of this
type of pump design is inherently low and the pump efficiency obtained for
this unit is approximately 45% to 50%.
The general head-flow characteristic of this low specific speed pump
is relatively flat from shut-off to rated flow conditions. The head character-
istic is flat or rises slightly to approximately 60% rated flow, then it
decreases slowly as it approaches rated flow. Beyond rated flow, the head
decreases more rapidly.
Hydraulic calculations
The hydraulic calculations for the pump impeller and the diffuser
are included in Appendix B.
Bearings
The pump rotating assembly support is provided by two hydro-
dynamically lubricated sleeve-type bearings. These carbon graphite bearings
are used in conjunction with chrome plated journals on the shaft. Hydrodynamic
lubrication is provided by the Dow Corning ZOO (2. 0 centistokes) fluid being
pumped.
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Figure 1 in Appendix A is a plot of the specific gravity versus
temperature for the Dow Corning silicone fluid 200 at 2 centistokes.
Figure 2 is a plot of the ASTM Standard viscosity versus temperature
for Dow Corning 200 fluid at 2 centistokes.
Bearing design calculations were based on the design criteria
defined in the Cast Bronze Bearing Design Manual, Franklin Institute
Research Laboratories (Reference 2).
A copy of the bearing computer study for the journal bearings is
included in Appendix B.
All axial thrust is taken by the bearing installed in the diffuser
housing assembly. This bearing includes two thrust faces and one radial
bearing in one assembly. The bearing in the motor cover assembly
carries only radial loads.
Bearing lengths determined by the foregoing procedure were:
. 365 diameter journal - .2625 length
. 300 diameter journal - . 210 length
Diametral clearance between journal and bearing bore were:
. 365 diameter journal - .0015 in.
. 300 diameter journal - .0015 in.
Based on 110 °F ambient oil temperature, fluid temperatures of
the film in the bearings were:
. 365 diameter journal - 120 °F
. 300 diameter journal - 120°F
The minimum film thickness (ho) was calculated to be . 000181
inches for the . 300 diameter bearing assuming a one pound load, and
. 000163 inches for the . 365 diameter bearing assuming a three pound load.
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Filter
The full flow filter is located integrally in the pump housing at the
impeller inlet. The filter element is of all metal woven mesh construction,
and has a nominal rating of 2 microns and an absolute rating of 5 microns.
The maximum allowable design pressure drop is 5 psi at 30 7 gpm, but
actual test experience has shown the filter drop to be less than one psi at
rated flow. The filter element is assembled in the unit with two o-ring seals
to prevent contaminant leaks past the filter element.
Barstock unit tests
An aluminum barstock pump was fabricated to the selected diffuser
and impeller hydraulic design. The unit was mounted on a dynamometer
and tests were conducted to evaluate pump performance with and without a
diffuser, with two holes plugged in the diffuser, two holes plugged in the
impeller, and with increased hole size in the diffuser. A plot of pump per-
formance at 11, 300 rpm with each of the above unit configurations is shown
on Figures 3 through 5 in Appendix A.
Motor Assembly
The 4-pole, 3-phase motor in the Model 115146-100 PMA is used to
drive a centrifugal pump which circulates coolant in the Brayton power con-
version system. The motor is rated at . 6 hp at 11, 000 rpm. It is designed for
continuous and unattended operation in a space environment for a minimum
period of five years and is designed to achieve maximum efficiency with an
objective of 0. 7 power factor at the design point. It is also designed to run
for a period of five minutes at maximum pump capacity without exceeding a
winding temperature of 180°F.
In the preliminary design stage of the program, three alternative
motor designs were offered. These were briefly:
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Alternative 1 - A motor and inverter design to meet all
of the listed requirements of the initial
RFP.
Alternative 2 - A motor design to meet all of the listed
requirements driven by a previously
qualified inverter.
Alternative 3 - A motor design which exceeds the 5% slip
requirements at 150% of rated torque
driven by a previously qualified inverter.
Alternative 3 was chosen for reasons discussed in the motor design
section, and was modified to obtain maximum efficiency during the final
design stage. Development tests were then performed on a prototype
motor and compared to predicted performance.
Motor design
A motor designed to meet the requirements of the initial request
for proposal was large in size and had a rotor resistance such that
the existing qualified static inverter could not be utilized. The large size
of the motor also yielded a very high pull-out to running torque ratio
resulting in a lower than peak value of efficiency at the operating point.
The larger rotor size also increased the hydraulic fluid losses which
further reduced the efficiency.
A motor design to meet all of the listed requirements driven by a
previously qualified inverter would be feasible, but would have to be
coordinated with the invertei supplier because the operating power factor
would be low. This alternative would necessitate deviations from the
inverter specification since the inverter would not have sufficient capacity
to drive the motor.
An alternate motor design was proposed which exceeded the specified
5% slip requirement at 150% of rated torque and which produced slightly
less than 150% starting torque at -100°F. The 5% slip requirement, while
in the original request for proposal, was not included in the final contract
specifications. This design, however, was capable of meeting all of the
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application requirements with the advantages of minimum weight, higher
efficiency and power factor, and lower current drain. The final computer
calculation is included in Appendix B, Tables Bl through B4, and the motor
characteristic performance curve is shown in Figure 6., Appendix A.
Motor laminations
The motor laminations are of a new optimized design, specifically
developed for this unit. They are silicon sheet steel per AISI M-19, 29
gage (. 014 inch), heat treated after punching to restore permeability lost
due to punching stresses and to reduce iron losses. The stator slot size
was designed to provide maximum efficiency. The L/D ratio for the rotor
was optimized for wet running in DC 200-2 fluid. The rotor cage was
designed to provide the necessary starting torque over the specified tempera-
ture range of +100°F to -100°F.
Motor insulation
The motor insulation system is composed of polyimide coated glass,
Teflon, and DuPont Pyre ML impregnating varnish. These materials have
proven to be effective in motors running submerged in various fluids at
temperatures comparable to the specified operating temperatures. Tests
•were conducted which showed compatibility with Dow Corning DC-200-2.
The test results are included in the section titled "Dow Corning DC-200-2
Compatibility Tests. "
Connectors
In the initial design Pesco proposed using three separate connectors,
one for power input, one for thermocouple output, and one for th<2 speed
sensor. An investigation was conducted concerning the possibility of using a
single connector for all leads. Cross-talk tests were performed at Pesco
using a dummy motor. No cross-talk or interference could be detected
during the performance of these tests. Details are included in the section
"Connector Cross-Talk Test. "
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In the final design, two connectors were used, ITT Cannon Part
No. PV3H14B5PN SPCL for the power lead connector and ITT Cannon
Part No. PV3H12B10PN SPCL, for the instrumentation connector.
T he r mo c ouple s
Two iron-constantan thermocouples are used to sense stator
winding temperature in the PMA. The thermocouples are located in the
center of the end turns approximately 180° apart on the lead end of
stator.
Speed sensor
The speed sensor used is a standard catalog item purchased from
Electro Products Lab, Incorporated - Chicago, Illinois. This transducer
had previously been used satisfactorily on the Saturn chilldown pumps. A
compatibility test with DC-200-2 was performed at Pesco and no ill effects
could be detected.
Motor development tests
The original design called for the use of eighteen turns per coil
of No. 20 AWG magnet wire. In order to minimize the possibility of wire
and insulationdimage, and to allow easier assembly, equivalent coils
consisting of one No. 22 and one No. 24 AWG wound in parallel were used.
Upon their completion, the prototype stator and rotor assemblies
were placed in a bar stock body having the same internal dimensions as
the final pump body configuration. Also incorporated into this body were
the final design carbon bearings.
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The following tests were performed on the prototype motor using
sinusoidal input from a standard 400 Hz generator:
1. No load saturation-dry motor.
2. No load saturation-wet motor (submerged in
DC-200-2 fluid)
3. Locked rotor saturation-wet motor.
4. Wet motor performance at 38. 8, 43. 5, and 46. 5
line-to-line volts.
5. Dry motor performance 38. 8, 43. 5, and 46. 5 volts.
6. Two-phase performance-wet motor, 38. 8 and 46. 5.
A breadboard static inverter was then obtained from Gulton and the
above tests were repeated with the exception of the two-phase tests (No. 6
above).
In order to improve starting at low temperature, a second rotor was
fabricated with a 0. 188 skew (skew of the first rotor was 0. 094). This rotor
was assembled in the prototype housing and stator and performance tests
•were run at 39- 0 and 43. 5 volts. Results showed that the . 094 skew rotor
was more efficient and therefore it was used in the final design.
Plotted results of above tests are found in Figures 7 through 26,
Appendix A.
Test data on the prototype unit with . 094 skew rotor revealed that the
losses due to fluid friction and the iron losses were less than those calculated
resulting in a slightly higher efficiency than was calculated. The lower power
factor resulted from the test current value being higher than the calculated
current. These results are shown in Tables Cl and C2 of Appendix C, and
graphically on Figure 6, Appendix A.
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In comparing a motor tested dry to one submerged in DC-200
(Figures 11 and 14), the speed is higher while the current and power input
is lower for a dry motor. This results in a significantly higher efficiency
because of the absence of the fluid drag on the rotor.
In comparing a motor tested with a sine wave voltage input to one
with a quasi-square wave input (Figures 11 and 20) the speed is lower while
the current and input power are slightly higher for the inverter powered
motor. This results in a slightly lower efficiency which is attributed to
the increase in iron losses due to the shape of the input wave form.
A motor test using a rotor with a larger skew (0. 188 versus 0. 094)
resulted in a fairly large drop in efficiency (6%) Figure 26. Based on this,
it was decided to retain the original rotor with the 0. 094 skew.
Motor-pump development tests in cold box
Since the predicted starting torque was not realized during the motor
prototype test, several tests were performed with the barstock motor-pump
combination placed in a cold chamber at a temperature of -65 °F. (A
contract modification changed the minimum fluid temperature requirement
for start-up from -100°F to -65 °F. )
Acceleration and voltage variation tests showed that the motor was
capable of starting and accelerating the unit to rated conditions, at voltages
that were below the low specification limit. These test results are shown
graphically in Figures 27 through 36, Appendix A.
Connector cross-talk test
An MS3102A connector and mating plug with pins for two iron-
constantan thermocouples was used for the test.
The connector was mounted to an available Pesco motor of similar
size. Two I/C thermocouples were taped to the end turns of the motor
windings. A speed pickup was mounted in the motor cavity and leads
including the power leads were brought out through the connector. The
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motor was operated no-load and the speed was monitored on a digital
counter and also by a Strobotac. Temperature was recorded on a strip
chart recorder. Phase resistances were taken before and after the test.
Since the counter and strobe readings agreed and no noise could be detected
on either the counter or temperature recorder signals, it was concluded
that a single connector could be used for all leads and that accurate data
could be obtained without cross-talk interference. Results are shown in
Appendix C, Table C3.
Dow Corning DC-200-2 compatibility tests
In order to determine if the working fluid in any way affected the
materials in the motor assembly, a stator assembly and all assembly
parts were submerged in 1000 ml of the fluid for a period of four weeks;
no evidence of deterioration, weight loss or gain, color change, softening,
or crazing was detected.
A Model 115146-100 speed pickup was submerged in the fluid for a
period of nine weeks. Coil resistance, insulation resistance and dielectric
strength were measured and recorded during this period. No deterioration
was detected during this test.
Final design motor performance
Table I is a tabulation of motor performance at rated horsepower







locked rotor torque (Ib. in. )


















NOTE: Endurance tested for 20,000 hours with no deterioration
in performance.
Although the motor did not develop the predicted starting torque, the
nature of the centrifugal pump is such that very little starting torque is re-
quired, and this was not considered to be critical. The motor met or
exceeded all of the application requirements.
PUMP-MOTOR ASSEMBLY DEVELOPMENT TEST PROGRAM
•
The development test program was performed on the final packaged
design of the coolant circulating pump, Pesco Model 115146-100, Unit
S/N X-2149.
The development tests were run in accordance with Engineering Report
5289, Revision B, entitled "Development Test Program Plan for Pesco
Model 115146-100 Coolant Circulating Pump for a Brayton Cycle Space Power
System. " A copy is included in Appendix F.
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PMA S/N X-2149A was mounted in the test loop per test schematics,
Figures 1 through 5 of Engineering Report 5289, Revision B. Figure E is
a photograph of the test setup used for the hot and cold ambient testing.
Figure F is a photograph of the PMA installed in the test loop, and Figure
G is a photograph of the Gulton inverter installed on the cold plate.
Electrical checks (dielectric, resistance, and continuity) were con-
ducted at various times during the development program. No performance
degradation was noted.
Test Series 1 - PMA Calibration-Sine Wave Power
Tests were made to determine the head-flow performance to substantiate
analytical pump characteristics and to determine motor performance using
400 Hz sine wave power. Testing was conducted at the conditions defined in
paragraph 4. 2. 2 of Engineering Report 5289-B.
Figures 37 through 39 show unit performance with sine wave power.
Test Series 2 - PMA Calibration-Inverter Power
The calibrations outlined in Test Series 1 were repeated using quasi-
square wave input power (Gulton Inverter S/N 25509). Motor input voltage
was the same as in Test Series 1. Figures 40 through 42 are plots of the unit
performance at the three input voltages.
Table II compares the pump performance at 78°F and 3. 7 gpm flow for
a sine wave input and a quasi-square wave input. The tabulation shows that
the PMA head rise is slightly higher with sine wave power than the quasi-
square wave power for an equivalent input voltage. The PMA efficiency,






























































Test Series 3 - Reduced Diameter Impeller Tests
Tests were performed to determine the maximum amount that the outside
diameter of the impeller could be reduced before the head rise and the pump
efficiency decreased approximately 20%. It was determined that the impeller
O. D. could be reduced from 2, 120" O. D. to 1. 820" O. D. This amount of
impeller trimming reduced the head rise from 66 psi to 49- 5 psi and the pump
efficiency from 40% to 33% at a nominal pump flow of 3. 7 gpm and a pump
speed of 11, 300 rpm. Tests were run on a dynamometer using the bar stock
pump assembly. Figure 43 is a plot of the test results.
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Test Series 4 - Net Positive Suction Head Tests (NPSH)
These tests were run to determine the effect of reduced inlet
pressures on pump performance in accordance with paragraph 4. 2. 5 of
Engineering Report 5289-B. Pump inlet pressures were varied from
0 psig to 25 inches Hg vacuum (37 feet to 5 feet NPSH, approximately) as
measured ahead of the integral filter rather than at the pump inlet down-
stream of the filter. At 79°F fluid temperature, a NPSH of seven (7)
feet was obtained before pump performance fell significantly with an
audible cavitation noise. This means the pump will function normally at
inlet pressures as low as 2. 7 psia which far exceeds the 20 psia (53 feet)
minimum required by the contract. Due to the low vapor pressure of DC-
200, the NPSH and pump inlet pressure values are practically the same.
Figures 44 through 46 show NPSH performance at three input
voltages and four pump flow rates.
Test Series 5 - Low Temperature and High Temperature Tests
The purpose of these tests was to determine the effect of fluid viscosity
and temperature on motor-pump performance. Pump calibrations as
described in Test Series 2 were conducted at an ambient and pump inlet
temperature of -65°F and also with an inverter cold plate outlet temperature
at 150°F maximum.
Table III shows the DC-200 viscosity effects on pump performance.
The DC-200 viscosity varies from two centistokes at 78°F to approximately
one centistoke at 150 °F and to approximately twelve centistokes at -65 °F.
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TABLE III
























The test loop side and top covers were in place for the hot and cold
ambient temperature testing.
Figures 47 through 49 are plots of performance at three input voltages
and -65°F ambient, and Figures 50 through 52 are performance plots with
150°F fluid and three input voltages.
During the -65 °F temperature run, the unit reached operating speed in
1.01 seconds with the maximum starting current at 21.0 amperes. This agrees
with the cold test results obtained with the barstock unit - Figure 29. The room
ambient temperature acceleration time is one-half second.
Test Series 6 - Shut-off Flow Tests
The PMA was operated at shut-off conditions for three minutes with
a fluid inlet temperature of 80°F and an inverter input voltage of 60 v dc. Unit
speed increased from 11, 340 rpm at a flow of 3. 7 gpm to 11, 500 rpm at shutoff
and the motor winding temperature increased from 87°F to 110°F. Pump head
decreased from 72. 7 psi to 69. 5 psi.
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Test Series 7 - Reverse Rotation and Dry Start-up
With the PMA filled with fluid, the unit was subjected to three reverse
rotation starts with 50 v dc input to the inverter. Pump head dropped from
68. 3 psi at 3. 7 gpm to 22. 6 psi at 1. 94 gpm and the unit speed increased
from 11, 040 rpm to 11, 350 rpm.
The PMA was drained and the unit was subjected to two dry starts
of 10 seconds maximum each conducted thirty minutes apart. No adverse
effects were noted in unit performance.
Dielectric and Continuity Check
A dielectric check was performed on the power connector only by
applying 1500 volts (rms) and 60 Hz between the four motor pins connected
together and the motor housing. The current leakage was less than 500
micro-amperes.
Table C4 in Appendix C shows the results of the dielectric, continuity,
and insulation resistance checks. This is typical of the electrical checks
made throughout the program.
250 Hour Design Assurance Test
The 250 hour design assurance test with 250 start-stop cycles was
performed on unit S/N X2149A which had been used for series 1 through 7
development tests. A pump calibration was performed prior to the start of
the assurance test and Figure 53 is a plot of the unit performance. At the
conclusion of the test, a recalibration of the pump was performed and
Figure 54 is a plot of the post test unit performance. Unit performance
after the 250 hour test was better than at the start.
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No unit performance degradation was noted after the environmental
tests, NPSH tests, dry start-ups, reverse rotation tests, or 250 hour
assurance test with 250 start-stop cycles. In fact, performance continued to
improve throughout the developmental program, as shown in Table IV.
This appears to be due to "wearing in" of the bearings.
TABLE IV























Before 250 hour test
After 250 hour test
Unit Disassembly and Inspection
The PMA was disassembled and inspected after a total running time of
384. 3 hours and 314 starts. Critical dimensions were inspected and recorded.
Unit condition was excellent with dimensions repeating original inspection
records. Testing and inspection results indicate that the unit design life of
five (5) years is attainable. Copies of the inspection records are included in
Appendix D.
Unit 20,000 Hour Endurance Test
The unit was reassembled with no change of parts and a 20, 000 hour
endurance test was conducted. The unit was tested in accordance with paragraph
6. 0 of test procedure ER-5289-B which is included in Appendix F. After 5000
hours of running time the unit was removed from test, the seal welds were
machined off and the unit disassembled for inspection.
Unit disassembly showed the unit to be in excellent condition with no
measurable wear evident on the bearings, the shaft bearing journals, or
pump-motor components. Disassembly inspection records are included in
Appendix D.
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The unit was reassembled, rewelded and retested in accordance with
paragraph 7. 0 of Engineering Report 5289-B. Testing was continued for a
total of 20,000 hours. Figures 55, 56 and 57 are calibration curves at the
start of the 20,000 hour test, at 5000 hours and at 20,000 hours, respectively.
Unit performance at the conclusion of the 20, 000 hour test was better by 1. 0
psi head rise thanat the start, as shown in Table V.
TABLE V
PMA PERFORMANCE AT 3. 7 GPM, 56 V DC INPUT TO INVERTER, AND
78 °F FLUID
Ac cum. PMA
hours Head Efficiency Speed Calibration
run psi % rpm Test
0.0 71.9 25.2 11,260 Initial
5063. 72.7 26.4 11,270 After 5000 hours
20008. 72.9 26.5 11,280 After 20,000 hours
No degradation in performance was encountered during the test as shown
by the head and speed versus running time curves on Figures 58 through 63 for
the 20,000 hours of endurance testing.
Unit disassembly showed the unit to be in excellent condition with the
measurement of critical shaft and bearing dimensions meeting the original blue
print requirements. Disassembly inspection records are included in Appendix
D. Photographs of the unit integral filter, the rotor and the thrust-radial
bearing are shown on Figures H, I and J, respectively.
The unit was reassembled with all the original parts, rewelded and






































PUMP-MOTOR ASSEMBLY ACCEPTANCE TESTS
Motor Acceptance Tests
The PMA's were tested in accordance with Pesco Acceptance Test
Procedure TR-700, Revision B. The motor for each assembly was
assembled into a test housing and calibrated as a component. Component
testing included a dielectric check of the power connector to 1500 v rms
60 Hz for one minute, an insulation check of each pin with a 50 v dc
megger, and a continuity check of each pin of both connectors.
The motor calibration consisted of mounting the motor on a torque
measuring stand and connecting it to a slave inverter. A typical electrical
data sheet, Table C5, and the results of the motor calibrations for all
se.ven units, Tables C6 through C12, are included in Appendix C. A com-
posite torque-speed curve based on the test results of all units is shown on
Figure 64-.
PMA Unit Acceptance Tests
Unit acceptance tests were performed in the test loop with installation
and instrumentation as shown in Figures 1 through 5 of Engineering Report
5289, Revision B, in Appendix F. .
Six PMA's, S/N X2143 through S/N X2148, were acceptance tested and
shipped to NASA-Lewis Research Center. The acceptance test included the
following individual tests in sequence:
a) Dielectric and resistance checks
b) Pump calibration tests
c) 100 hour endurance test
d) Pump calibration test
.e) Seal welding - helium leak test
f) Proof pressure test
g) Helium leak test
h) Dielectric and resistance test
i) Pump calibration test
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All units were tested and shipped with an inverter with the exception
of unit S/N X2148. This unit was tested on sine wave power since this unit
was scheduled for sine wave power testing at NASA-Lewis Research Center.
A plot of head, current, power, and efficiency versus flow of each
unit shipped, based on the final calibration test, is included in Figures 65
through 70.
All units passed the 100 hour acceptance test without difficulty. One
unit, S/N X2144, was rejected at the dielectric check after seal welding
just prior to shipment. The unit dielectric leakage exceeded the maximum
of 500 micro-amperes at 1000 v ac 60 Hz. Specification limit is 500 micro-
amps at 1500 v ac 60 Hz. Disassembly of the unit revealed that a stator end
turn was assembled too close to the motor cover assembly, thus providing
a high resistance short circuit. The unit was rebuilt with a new stator,
re-tested and shipped.
Another unit, S/N X2147, has a different head characteristic than the
others which is probably due to a deviation in angle of one of the diffuser
holes. It still meets the performance specifications, however.
All units showed an improvement in performance with running time
similar to that experienced with the development PMA. Efficiencies at the
end of the 100 hour acceptance test ranged from 0. 4 to 2. 2 percentage points
better than at the start of the test.
RELIABILITY PROGRAM - PUMP MOTOR ASSEMBLY
Component Reliability Analysis for Pump-Motor Assembly
Pesco Model No. 115146-100
This analysis consists of the generic failure rates of each of the com-
ponents of the PMA. The following two documents have been used in
acquiring the generic failure rates of the individual components:
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Reliability Analysis Program Handbook prepared by
General Electric, Large Jet Engine Division at
Cincinnati for Mechanical Components.
MLL-DHBK-217 for electrical components.
Detailed failure analysis sheets appear in Appendix E.
The inherent reliability estimate for the pump-motor assembly is
51,576 hours Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) as against the 57,412
hours MTBF which was the preliminary estimate. The present analysis
includes the failure rate modifiers which have been calculated by taking
into consideration the stress levels, material strengths, the environment
conditions, et cetera. These modifiers are then used in estimating the
updated failure rates. The summary of the total failure rates of the pump
and motor are listed below:
Sub-Assembly Failure Rate per 10" Hours
Pump and Housing 9-401






Reliability Failure Mode, Effect and Criticality Analysis
for Pump-Motor Assembly, Pesco Model No. 115146-100
This study was performed to determine the feasible modes of failure
and their criticality in the PMA used in the Brayton Cycle Systems. The
analysis has been made starting at the system level and expanding downward
to the component system level and finally to the component level.
The analysis of failure modes for the PMA has been performed in two
phases. The first phase takes each subassembly and part individually and
determines its failure modes and the effect of each failure mode on the
component output. The failure rate (in events per one million hours) for
each failure mode is included. The results of this analysis are presented
in the "Component Reliability Report" which is included in Appendix E.
The second phase takes each failure mode and classifies it in
accordance with the criticality or consequence of the failure. The
criticality categories are such as "Pump inoperative, no flow or pressure"
and "Low discharge flow and/or pressure. " The reasons why each failure
mode should not occur or why its probability of occurrence has been
minimized are given for each failure mode. The results of this analysis
are presented in the "Failure Mode Cause Analysis" which is also included
in Appendix E.
The new failure rate for the pump-motor (centrifugal) assembly was
estimated to be 19- 389 occurrences in one million hours or 51, 576 hours
Mean Time Between Failure.
Relative probability of occurrence of the different failure modes is
as listed below:
Failure Type % Failures
(Relative Probability of Occurrence)
Pump Inoperative (no flow or pressure) 60. 69
Low Discharge and/or Pressure 39. 31
The critical components are the two sleeve bearings, the stator and
rotor assemblies, the filter and the weld joints.
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CONCLUSIONS
A pump-mo tor assembly, Pesco Model 115146-100, was designed,
developed, and tested which meets or exceeds the specified design require-
ments, A pump head rise of 68 psi was obtained compared to the required
minimum of 60 psi at the minimum 50 v dc input to the inverter, with 80°F
fluid, and at the rated flow of 3. 7 gpm.
The pump suction performance is much better than specified. The
pump will function normally with an available NPSH as low as 7 feet compared
to the required minimum of 53 feet.
The performance of all units improved with running time, apparently
due to wearing in of the bearings. .The efficiency of the development PMA
increased from 21. 9% to 27% at rated conditions during the first 381 hours
of operation.
Test experience to date indicates that the design life of five years is
attainable. A 20, 000 hour endurance test was completed on Unit Serial
Number X2149 with no degradation in performance. Unit disassembly at
the conclusion of the test indicated no signs of wear with critical bearing and
shaft journal dimensions within the original print dimensions. The unit was
reassembled and rewelded as is for use as a spare unit.
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Model 115146-100 Unit S/N S-4944
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Fluid D.C. 200-2





Calibration with diffuser removed
Calibration with diffuser with two
holes plugged
Calibration with diffuser holes increased
to 0.0625 dia.
Calibration with two holes plugged in
impeller
Calibration with two holes plugged in
impeller & with 0.0625 dia. holes in diffuser




Figure 3. - Barstock pump test performance - Head vs Flow composite curve

















—A— Calibration with diffuser
Calibration with diffuser removed
_O_ Calibration with diffuser with two
holes plugged
0 Calibration with diffuser holes increased
to 0.0625 dia.
A Calibration with two holes plugged in impeller
Calibration with two holes plugged in impeller
& with 0.0625 dia. holes in diffuser











Figure 4. - Barstock pump test performance - Input H.P. vs Flow composite curve




Calibration with diffuser removed
Calibration with diffuser with two
holes plugged
Calibration with diffuser holes increased
to 0.0625 dia.
Calibration with two holes plugged in impeller
Calibration with two holes plugged in impeller
& with 0.0625 dia. holes in diffuser
Calibration with two holes plugged in impeller











Figure 5. - Barstock pump test performance - Efficiency vs Flow
Composite curve for various unit configurations
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Cur r e n t ,
1 2 3 4
Flow - G.P.M.






Volts 44.4 (L-L) 75
Frequency 400 Hz
Fluid D.C. 200-2
Fluid Temp. 79° F






















1 2 3 4
Flow-G.P.M.
Figure 38. - PMA S/N 2149 test performance- calibration per ER 5289B Para. 4.2.2.
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Flow - G.P.M.
Figure 39. - PMA S/N X-2149 test performance - calibration per ER-5289B Para. 4.2.2,









Fluid Temp. 79° F
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Flow-G.P.M.
Figure 40. - PMA S/N X-2149 test performance - calibration per ER 5289B para. 4.2.3,






Fluid Temp. 79° F
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Flow - G.P.M.
Figure 41. • PMA S/N X-2149 test performance-calibration per ER-5289B para. 4.2.3,























1 2 3 4
Flow-G.P.M.
Figure 42. - PMA S/N X-2149 test performance - calibration per ER-5249B para. 4.2.3,




Fluid DC 200 - 2
Fluid Temp. 80°F
Inlet Press. 20 PSIA
3 4
Flow - GPM
Figure 43. - Barstock pump performance - calibration on dynamometer at various impeller
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Frequency 400 Hz 75
Fluid D.C. 200-2
Fluid Temp.-71° F
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Flow - G.P.M.
Figure 47.- PMA S/N X-2149 test performance - calibration at -71°F and 39.6 V.A.C.




Fluid D.C. 200-2 75
Fluid Temp.-71°F















0 1 2 3 4 5
Flow - GPM
Figure 48. - Pump S/N X-2149 test performance - calibration at -71°F and 44.4 V.A.C. inverter
power per ER-5289B, para. 4.2.6
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Model 115146-100
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Flow - GPM
Figure 49. - PMA S/N X-2149 test performance calibration at -71°F and 47.5 V.A.C.
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Flow - G.P.M.
Figure 50. - PMA S/N X-2149 test performance calibration at +150°F and 39.6 V.A.C.






Fluid Temp. 150°F 75



















1 2 3 4
Flow-G.P.M.
Figure 51. - PMA S/N X-2149 test performance calibration at +150°F and 44.4 V.A.C.
inverter power per ER 5289B para. 4.2.6
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Volts 47.5 (L-L) Model 115146-100
Frequency 400 Hz 80
Fluid D.C. 200-2
Fluid Temp. 148°F
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Flow-G.P.M.
Figure 52. - PMA S/N X-2149 test performance calibration at +148°F and 47.5 V.A.C.
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Flow - G.P.M.
Figure 53. - PMA S/N X-2149 test performance calibration at 44.4 V.A.C. inverter power
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0 ""• 1 - • - • — • 2 - ' 3 ^ • -=- 4
Flow-G.P.M.
Figure 54. - PMA S/N X-2149 test performance calibration at 44.4 V.A.C. inverter power




















Figure 55. PMA S/N X-2149 test performance - test calibration






Fluid Temp. 81 °F.
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. Figure 56. - PMA S/N X-2149 test performance - test calibration




Frequency 400 Hz 80
Fluid D.C.200-2
Fluid Temp.79°F























Cu r r e n t
1 2 3 ^
Flow • G.P.M.
Figure 57. - PMA S/N X-2149 test performance - test calibration
at 44.4 V.A.C. power after 20,000 hour endurance test
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Fluid Temp. 79° F
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0 1 2 3 4
Flow - G.P.M.
Figure 65. - PMA S/N X-2143 test performance - final acceptance test calibration

















































C u r r e n tx
1 2 3 4
Flow-G.P.M.
Figure 66. . PMA S/N X-2144 test performance - final acceptance test calibration






Fluid Temp. 79° F








































C u r r e n t
Flow-G.P.M.
Figure 67.. - PMA S/N X-2145 test performance - final acceptance test calibration


















































Figure 68. - PMA S/N X-2146 test performance - final acceptance test calibration






Fluid Temp. 78° F
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F low-G. P.M.
Figure 69. - PMA S/N X-2147 test performance - final acceptance test calibration
at 39.6 V.A.C. inverter power
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Sine Wave Power
Volts 39.6 (L-L) 75
Frequency 400 Hz
Fluid D.C. 200-2
Fluid Temp. 73° F















Figure 70. - PMA S/N X-2148 test performance - final acceptance test
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* Truline Bearing Company, 29000 Lakeland Boulevard, Wickliffe, Ohio
See Pages 123 and 124 for description of calculated operating characteristics.
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Clearance of bear ing at 70°F in inches. Difference between bore of
.bearing and shaft d in rne te r .
Final condition of operation of bearing.
1-. Full f i l m operation - load is completely' supported on oil
fi lm, reaching a stable operating condition.
2. Bearing is partially f i lm supported, but partial contact is
expected. Oil f i lm is too thin relative to roughness of
bearing and shaft.
3. Oil supply is inadequate to maintain oil film.
4. No oil supply. Bare metal friction only.
11. Bearing is out,of control. Bearing was full f i lm supported
at highest permissible temperature, but temperature was
still rising.
12. Bearing is out of control. Highest allowable temperature
was condition i-2.
' 13. Bearing is out of control. Last calculation was condition
S3 with temperature still rising.
14. Bearing is out of control, with no lubricant.
.15. Bearing is seized with zero clearance.
Temperature of average oil film - °F.
.Temperature of Bearing back - °F.
Minimum Oil film thickness under average load - Micro inches.
Minimum Oil film thickness under shock load - Micro inches.
Oil Flow through bearing - gallons per minute. (In some programs
also reported in DROPS/MIN.)
Back - Pressure of oil supply to bearing - psi.
Clearance r a t i o ur.dor operat ing coal i t ion, 1000 C/D.
123
i ." - C o e f f i c i e n t of f r i c t i o n in b e a r i n g under J U K I ) o u C M / r t i i n f ; eoMil i l ion .
HP - Horsepower absorbed by bo a ring".
T--OUT -• Temperature of out fio'.ving oil - ^F.
T-I1SG - Temperature of housing surface - °F.
ECC - Eccentr ic i ty ratio of bcr t? . . , - ; under average load. (Zero indicates
shaft is running in centov of bearing; 1.000 indicates shrift is
resting'on bearing).
E--S - Eccentricity ratio of bearing at end of shock load.
Q--MIN - Oil flow min imum required to supply"full oil f i lm.
W/DL —' Average unit load over projected area, W/DL psi.
L/J3 - Length to diameter ratio.
Z - Operating viscosity of oil, absolute viscosity centipoises.
B - Sommerfeld number, dimensionless.
(D/C) un/P - (P is W/DL, u is viscosity in Rcyns, and n is F->eed
in rps.)
A - Bearing characteristic number, dimensionless. M W/DZN.
XN/P - Reynolds number.
DH - Unbalanced heat of bearing, RUi/minute. If positive, bearing is
absorbing more heat from friction than it is giving off to the air
and the oil, and is still rising in temperature. If negative, bearing
temperature will stop rising before, it reaches this value.
HR.. - Heating rate of bearing. Degrees F per minute which bearing
temperature is rising.
M.iME - Time in minutes, from start of bearing operation, to roach stable
temperature.
HC - Heat capacity of bearing - Btu bearing will absorb per degree F
. ~~ " """" rific in temperature.
NO -, Ratio of critical speed to actual speed. A ratio of 1.0 or less
indicates bearing will be subject to half frequency whirl.
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TABLE B 1
PESCO AC MOTOR COMPUTER CALCULATIONS
38.8 VOLTS L-L MOTOR INPUT
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PESCO AC MOTOR COMPUTER CALCULATIONS
38. 8 VOLTS L-L MOTOR INPUT
400 HZ, 3 PHASE, 50 VOLTS PEAK
COLD - 100°F
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TABLE B 3
PESCO AC MOTOR COMPUTER CALCULATIONS
43. 3 VOLTS L-L MOTOR INPUT
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PESCO AC MOTOR COMPUTER CALCULATIONS
43. S VOLTS L-L MOTOR INPUT
400 HZ. 3 PHASE. 56 VOLTS PEAK
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PERFORMANCE TEST DATA - MODEL 115146-100
AT 39.VOLTS, 400.CYCLES, 3 RIASE
PROTOTYPE MOTOR
TORQUE RPM HP WATTS EFF AMPS POWER SLIP VOLT WATTS TE1P
LB-IN INPUT FACTOR AMPS LOSS OEG C
0. 11980. 0. 32.09- 0. 4.583 10.3 0.002 309.6 32.0 42.
0.500 11820. 0.094 .102.00 68.6 4.803 31.4 0.015 324.5 32.0 43.
1.000 11640. 0.185 176.00 78.3 5.347 48.7 0.030 301.2 38.2 46.
1.500 11450. 0:.273 256.00-'. 79.4 6.300 60.2 0.046 425.6 52.6 47.
2..0QO 11220.._.. 0.-356 336.00 79.1 7.380 67.4 . 0 . 0 6 5 498.5 70.3 49.
2.500 10890. 0.432 424.00 76.0 8.947 70.2 0.092 604.3 101.6 50.
PULL-OUT-TORQUE IS 3.50 Ip.. IN.








MO LOAH SATUHATIOM 'IHT M
St'F MAVP U5PMT ItOO r.°T, (.094 SKEW)
RATED VOLTAHF UG.5Q RT P.ATF.P 90.0
:LI .Nf : . ; - : .v"vAVfi AMPS FACTOR TOTAL <T^PR.
55.0 8.FJ 825.fi 13.8 * l l«v.O' 39,0
-50.0:-,: 6.91 598.1 15. k * -92. Ov 25. U
U 5 . 0 5 . 6 S b!»2.7 1P.1 *•'"" "0.0 17.2
UO.O 4. 75 328.8 20:1. * RF .O 12.1
;-: 35.0 V.-U.07 - - • - 2U6.5 2U.3 * HO.O 8.0
30.0 3.U4 173.7 31.3 * 56.0 . 0.3
P+'.' '^7.00
;;%.. ..-/ ' -s'
. Iv7.0 27.1 * lOH. 5
Jt7.0 . 19. G -.*--..,-• Qf^.S
U7.0 15 i?5 * f?7.1
U7.0 G.11 * 77.lv
-,117.0 ,::=It.l ,=-* . - , - - G7.7
. H7.n
 ; 2.7 * 5 H . T




































































































































































PERFORMANCE TEST DATA - MODEL 11511*6-100
AT 39. VOLTS 1*00. CYCLES 3. PHASE
PROJECT 101*081 A



















AMPS POWER SLIP VOLT WATTS TEMP
FACTOR AMPS LOSS DEG C
4.300 15.9 0.006 289.0 46.0 38.ORV
4.567 22.2 0.006 306.9 68.0 39. "DRV
4.580 26.6 0.010 307.8 82.0 33. W
5.813 57.1 0.037 390.7 86.1 36.
8.400 69.8 0.072 561*. 5 130.2 39.




PERFORMANCE TEST DATA - MODEI 11511*6-100
AT 39. VOLTS 1*00. CYCLES 3. pi!ASc
PROJECT 104081 A








AMPS POWER SLIP VOLT WATTS TF.HP
FACTOR AMPS LOSS DEG C
0. ' 11990. 0. 36.00 0. 4.573 11.7
0. 11900. 0. 78.00 0. 4.640 25.0
1.000 11590. 0.184 230.00 59.7 5.973 57.3
2.000 11150. 0.354 404.00 65.4 8.480 70.9
1.580 0. 0. 605.00 0. 21.733 41.4
PJLL-OUT-TOROjJE IS 1.95 LR.IN. AT 8000. RPM
0.001 307.3 36.0 46.
0.008 311.8 78.0 33.
0.034 401.4 92.8 34.
0.071 569.9 139.9 37.




PERFORMANCE TEST DATA - MODEL 11511*6-100
AT 39. VOLTS 1*00. CYCLES 3. PHASE
PROJECT 10U081-A
DATE OF TEST 11-19-68 TEST NUMBER 1* TESTER KADES
BRAYTON CYCLE











0. 11990. 0. 38.00 0. I*.573 12.U
0. 11900. 0. 76.00 0. I*.693 2i*.l
1.000 11570. 0.18U 227.00 60.U 5.987 56.U
2.000 11150. 0.351* 390.00 67.7 8.1*87 68.U
1.1*70 0. 0. 51*0.00 0. 21.1*00 37.5
1.720 0. 0. 51*0.00 0. 21.533 37.3
0.001 307.3 38.0 3i*?-VWiT
Flu io ON
0.008 315.1* 76.0 31*. H/f~r
0.036 1*02.3 90.0 28.
0.071 570.3 125.9 29.
1.000 11*38.1 51*0.0 33.
1.000 11*1*7.1 51*0.0 37.
TABLE C9
PERFORMANCE TEST DATA - MODEL 11511*6
AT 39. VOLTS 1*00. CYCLES 3. PHASE
PROJECT 101*081













0. 11950. 0. 36.00 0. l».800 11.2
0. 11890. 0. 66.00 0. i».873 20.2
1.000 11560. 0.183 222.00 61.7 6.087 5i*.3
2.000 11220. 0.356 382.00 69.6 8.1*33 67.1*
1.520 0.
 u 0. 51*5.00 0. 21.667 37.1*
0.001* 322.6 36.0 1*5.
0.009 327.5 66.0 31*.
0.037 1*09.0 85.1 39.
0.065 566.7 116.3 38.
1.000 11*56.0 51*5.0 1*2.
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TABLE CIO
PERFORMANCE TEST DATA - MODEL 11511*6
AT 39. VOLTS 1*00. CYCLES 3. PHASE
PROJECT 101*081














0. 11960. 0. 3U.00 0. I*.1*00 11.5
0. 11880. 0. 70.00 0. l*.l*87 23.2
1,000 11560. 0.183 220.00 62.2 5.753 56.9
2,000 11110. 0.353 392.00 67.1 8.31*0 69.9
1.600 0. 0. 51*0.00 0. 21.167 38.0
0.003 295.7 31*.0 38.
0.010 301.5 70.0 29.
0.037 386.6 83.1 32.
0.071* 560.5 128.9 36.
1.000 1U22.1* 51*0.0 1*3.
TABLE Cll
PERFORMANCE TEST DATA - MODEL 1151U6
AT 39. VOLTS UOO. CYCLES 3. PHASE
PROJECT 101*081














0. 11930. 0. U8.00 0. 1*.920 Ik.5
0. 11860. 0. 80.00 0. I*.967 21*.0
1.000 11560; 0.183 225.00 60.8 6.060 55.2
2.000 11160. 0.35'* 386.00 68.5 8.327 69.0
1.620 0. 0. G15.00 0. 22.167 1*1.3
0.006 330.6 1*8.0 37.
0.012 333.8 80.0 28.
0.037 1*07.2 88.1 31.
0.070 559.G 121.7 33.
1.000 11*89.0 615.0 1*1.
F~L U I D
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TABLE C12
PERFORMANCE TEST DATA - MODEL 1151U6
AT 39. VOLTS 400. CYCLES 3. PHASE
PROJECT 101*081








EFF AMPS POWER SLIP
FACTOR
0. 1191*0. 0. 50.00 0. l*.813 15.5
0. 11880. 0. 71*.00 0. l*.867 22.6
1.000 11550. 0.183 220.00 62.2 6.060 51*.0
2.000 11150. 0.351* 386.00 68.1* 8.1*80 67.7





0.005 323.5 50.0 39.
0.010 327.0 71*.0 25.
0.037 U07.2 83.2 26.
0.071 569.9 121.9 33.
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APPENDIX F
ENGINEERING REPORT NO. 5289-B





BRAYTON CYCLE SPACE POWER SYSTEM
1. 0 Introduction
The test program plan described herein is prepared in compliance
with Task IV of NASA Contract NAS 3-10935 for the Lewis Research-
Center.
2.0 Object
The object of this report is to present a developmental test program
plan for Pesco Model 115146-100 coolant circulating pump for a
Brayton cycle space power system.
3.0 Discussion
3. 1 Components
3. 1. 1 Motor Description
The motor is a . 60 hp, 4-pole, 3-phase, 400 cycle ac
machine. The inverter input is 56 volts dc nominal with a quasi-square
wave output. The motor can be operated with a sine wave input. Motor
speed is approximately 11, 000 rpm at rated load. The motor is equipped
with thermocouples and a speed sensing device.
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3.1.2 Pump Description
Pumping is provided by a radial flow impeller discharging
into a radial diffuser and through the motor cavity. In this manner,
the entire pump flow is used to cool the motor windings. The pump is
designed to deliver 3. 7 gpm flow at 60 psi minimum head. The available
inlet pressure, supplied by an accumulator in the system, is 20 psia
minimum. An integral two micron nominal filter in the pump inlet is
designed to have a AP of 2. 5 psi maximum (clean) at the rated 3. 7 gpm
flow. See Assembly Drawing 115146-100 in Appendix for pump design
details.
3. 2 Test Equipment
The test loop for all tests will consist of the following
equipment: fluid reservoir, heat exchanger, discharge throttle valve,
inlet and discharge thermocouples, inlet and discharge pressure gages,
inlet pressurizing system, inlet vacuum system, filter bypass system
for filling, ammeters and voltmeters, turbine flow meter, electronic
counter, system clean-up filter, removable sample patch system. The
piping will include provisions for the cold plate. In addition, a cold
test loop will be added for low temperature tests. A test set-up schematic
and equipment list is shown in the Appendix.
Equipment and instrumentation of the following accuracy shall
be used in conducting tests. The frequency of instrument calibration
is every three months.
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Index Equipment Identification Accuracy Tolerance
1. Throttle Valve
2. Cold Plate Throttle Valve
3. Fill Filter
4. System Clean-up Filter








13. Flow Meter (Pump Flow)
14. Flow Meter (Cold Plate Flow)
Not applicable - micro-needle





1 count + time base
±1% of F.S.
± 1% of F.S.
± 1% of F.S.
±2% of F. S.
± 1/2% of Indie.
± 1/2% of Indie.
The test schematic and the electrical schematic for the test
loop are shown in Figures 1, 2, 4, and 5. Figure 3 identifies the
instrument and equipment callouts on the test schematics. (Contract
provided equipment is indicated with an asterisk. )
A contractor provided dc static power supply and temperature
recorder was utilized at the 10, 000 hour point to facilitate unattended
unit operation.
3. 3 Cleanliness Requirements











Marshall Space Flight Center Spec. 164, Type III,
Class I with exceptions
MSFC Spec. 164, Type II, Class I with exceptions
Applicable Specifications
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The test fluid, DC200-2CS Grade, cannot be purchased
conforming to any cleanliness requirements. The fluid used to fill
the test reservoir will be filtered.
Contamination level of fluid in test equipment shall not be
greater than SAE, Class 2 (see Table below).




















































Particles per 100 milliliter sample, as determined by SAE Aircraft
Recommended Practice 598 (ARP 598).
3.4 Test Conditions
Unless otherwise specified, the following conditions will apply




d) Motor Power Input
e) Equivalent Inverter Input
f) Pump Inlet Pressure
g) Room Ambient Humidity
& Atmospheric Pressure
60° - 100°F
Per Interim Federal Spec. W-D-00107
(D. C. 200 Grade 2 C. S. )
80° ± 10°F
39/47 volts at 400 Hz ± 4 Hz
Quasi-square wave 3-phase
50 - 60 volts D. C.
15 psia to 30 psia
Instrumentation voltage drop shall be compensated for by increasing
the dc input to the inverter.
When testing of a motor or motor-pump assembly is required using
sine wave power, the motor voltage shall be the same as that obtained if an
inverter were used at the specified dc input voltage.
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4. 0 Development Tests
4. 1 Motor Tests
The purpose of these tests will be to determine motor
performance, circuit constants, and separation losses with
sine wave and quasi-square wave power. The specific
tests to be performed are:
4. 1. 1 Sine Wave Power
a) No load saturation - motor wet and dry
b) Locked rotor saturation - wet motor
c) Speed torque performance curves - motor wet and
dry at 38. 8 volts, 43. 5 volts, and 46. 5 volts rms L/L
d) Two-phase sine power tests
1. Speed-torque performance at 38. 8 volts L-L rms
2. Speed-torque performance at 46. 5 volts L-L rms
3. Locked rotor saturation.
4.1.2 Quasi-Square Wave (Inverter)
a) No load saturation - motor wet and dry
b) Locked rotor saturation - wet motor
c) Speed torque performance curves - motor wet and dry
at 50 volts, 56 volts, and 60 volts dc.
4. 1. 3 Dielectric Check (Power Connector Only)
Apply 1500 volts (rms) 60 Hz for one minute between the four
motor pins connected together and ground (motor housing). There shall
be no arcing or other evidence of insulation breakdown. The current
leakage shall not exceed 500 micro amperes.
4.1.4 Resistance and Continuity Check
Measure insulation resistance of each pin in the instrument
and power connectors to case with a 50 v dc megger. Resistance of
each pin to case shall exceed 20 megohms. Measure the resistance of
each phase winding and the speed pick-up coil. Check thermocouple
continuity A-B and C-D.
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4.2 Motor-Pump Tests
4,2, I Following assembly of the motor into the pump housing, repeat
the dielectric and continuity tests of para. 4. 1. 3 and para. 4. 1.4.
4.2. 1. 1 Test Mounting
4.2.2
The motor-pump shall be mounted on test fixture
97-1212. External plumbing shall be per test schematic as
in Figure 1, or equivalent.
4.2.1.2 Wiring
Unit wiring is to be in accordance with Figure 4.
Test Series 1
The purpose of these tests will be to substantiate analytical
pump characteristics necessary to provide the required head-flow curve
and to determine motor performance using a sine wave power supply.
Testing will consist of calibrations conducted at the following conditions:
1. Pump Inlet Pressure
2. Pump Inlet Temperature
3. Fluid
4. Motor Voltage
5. Cold Plate Flow Rate
20 psia
80°F ± 2°F
DC 200, 2 C. S. Grade
Equivalent of inverter output voltage
when inverter input voltage is 50, 56,
and 60 volts dc.
0. 58 gpm at pump flow rate of 3. 7 gpm
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The data listed below will be recorded at the following flow
conditions: 0, 0.6, 1.0, 1.5, 2 .0 , 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 3.7, 4.0
and maximum flow in gpm
Inverter Input DC Volts
Inverter Input DC Amperes
Inverter Output AC Volts
Motor Input AC Volts
Motor Input AC Amperes








Cold Plate Inlet Temperature
Cold Plate Discharge Temperature
Cold Plate Flow
Clock Time
Total Unit Running Time
Ambient Temperature
Barometric Pressure
All temperatures shall be recorded on a recording potentiometer.
4.2. 3 Test Series 2
Calibrations as described in Test Series I will be repeated
using quasi-square wave input power (inverter) instead of sine wave
power.
Motor voltages will be the same as in Test Series I. Pertinent
data will be recorded.
4. 2. 4 Test Series 3
Calibrations will be run on a dynamometer using the barstock
pump assembly at successively smaller impeller diameters until the
pump head drops below 50 psi at 3. 7 gpm and 11, 300 rpm with a fluid
temperature of 80°F ± 2°F.
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4.2. 5 Test Series 4
The purpose of this test will be to determine the effect of
various inlet pressures on pump performance. Inverter power will be
used. NPSH calibrations at the same voltages and fluid conditions, as
described in Test Series I, will be conducted with pump inlet pressures
ranging from 0 psig to 25 in. Hg vacuum. Net positive suction head
requirements will be determined at 0. 7, 2. 0, 3. 7 and maximum gallons
per minute flow.
4.2. 6 Test Series 5
The purpose of this test will be to determine the effect of
fluid viscosity and temperature on motor-pump performance. Calibra-
tions, as described in Test Series 2, will be conducted at two temperature
conditions. One condition will be at a PMA inlet and ambient temperature
of -65"F. The other will be at an inverter cold plate outlet temperature
near 150DF. The 150°F temperature is not to be exceeded and testing
at this temperature shall be limited to 2-hour periods. Cold plate flow
rate shall be 0. 58 gpm at a pump flow rate of 3. 7 gpm.
The test loop side and top covers shall be in place for the hot
and cold ambient testing.
During the cold testing a starting current trace will be taken
with 50 v dc input to the inverter. Motor acceleration and torque will
be determined at cold start-up.
4.2. 7 Test Series 6
The motor-pump will be operated on quasi-square wave power
at a shut-off condition for three minutes. Winding temperatures will be
determined and pertinent data recorded. Test conditions will be:
1)
2)
Initial pump fluid temperature - 80° ± 2'
Inverter voltage input - 60 v dc
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4o 2. 8 Test Series 7
With the motor-pump filled with fluid the unit will be
subjected to three reverse rotation starts on quasi-square wave power,
not exceeding 60 seconds of total operation. The motor-pump will be
drained and the unit subjected to two dry starts not exceeding 10 seconds
total running time. The two starts will be conducted 30 minutes apart.
As much data will be recorded as possible. These test conditions will
be:
1) Initial pump fluid temperature - Ambient
2) Inverter voltage input - 50 v dc
5. 0 Design Assurance Test
5. 1 Dielectric and Continuity Check
Repeat the dielectric and continuity check of paragraphs
4. 1. 3 and 4. 1.4.
5. 2 Pump-Motor Calibration
Perform a pump-motor calibration at the following conditions:
Inlet Pressure - 20 psia
Inlet Temperature - 80°F ± 2°F
Input Power - 56 v dc to inverter
Pump Flow - 0.6, 1.0, 2 ,0 , 3.0, 3.7, and
maximum flow in gpm
Record data listed in paragraph 4. 2. 2.
Repeat above tests at 50 v dc input to the inverter.
5. 3 Performance Test - 250 Hours
A 250-hour performance test will be conducted using the
development pump-motor assembly, inverter, and cold plate.
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The test will be conducted at the following conditions:
Pump Inlet Pressure - 20 psia
Pump Temperature - 80°F ± 2°F
Fluid - DC 200 - 2 C. S. Grade
Inverter Voltage Input - 56 v dc
(Ref: 44. 4 v dc motor input















During each phase the pump-motor assembly will be stopped
twice every two hours for one minute each stop with one minute
operation between the stops for a total of 250 stops. The test
parameters listed in paragraph 4. 2.2 will be recorded prior to the
first of the two stops every two hours.
At least one oscillograph trace of the start-up and coast down
transient shall be obtained during each phase.
5. 4 Pump Calibration
Repeat the pump calibration of paragraph 5. 2 at the 56 v dc
inverter input.
5. 5 Resistance and Continuity Check
Repeat the resistance and continuity check of paragraph 4. 1.4.
5. 6 Disassembly and Inspection
The pump-motor assembly shall be disassembled and inspected.
Critical dimensions shall be inspected and recorded, including the pump
shaft and bearings.
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5, 7 Dielectric and Continuity Check
Clean and reassemble unit. Perform, the dielectric check
of paragraph 4. 1. 3 but at 1000 v ac and for 10 seconds maximum.
Perform the resistance and continuity check of paragraph 4. 1.4,
but at the 100 volt dc megger voltage.
6. 0 Endurance Test
A 20, 000 hour accumulative endurance test will be conducted on the
development pump-mo tor assembly, inverter, and cold plate. The
test will be conducted at the following conditions:
Pump Inlet Pressure - 20 psia
Pump Inlet Temperature - 80°F ± 5°F
Fluid - DC200 - 2 C. S. Grade
Inverter Input Voltage - 56 v dc
(Ref: 44. 4 v dc motor input)
6. 1 Pump Calibration
Repeat the pump calibration of paragraph 5. 2 at the 56 v dc
inverter input.
Clean unit and remove o-rings from end covers.
6. 2 Resistance and Continuity Check
Perform resistance and continuity check of paragraph 4. 1. 4,
but at the 100 volt dc megger voltage.
6. 3 Seal Weld " • -
After cleaning, the end covers of the unit shall be seal welded
in accordance with Note 3 of Pesco Drawing No. 115146-100, Sheet I -
Government furnished fittings shall be welded to the inlet and discharge
tubing in accordance with Pesco Drawing No. 115146-100, Sheet 1.
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6. 3. 1 Proof Pressure Test
Prior to the helium leak test the unit shall be
pressurized to 150 psig for five minutes minimum with
an inert gas through the pump inlet line.
6.3.2 Helium Leak Test
The pump-motor assembly shall be helium leak
tested in accordance with paragraph 4. 3 of Pesco Test
Specification TR-700.
6.4 Resistance and Continuity Check
Perform the resistance and continuity test in accordance with
paragraph 4. 1. 4, but at the 100 v dc megger voltage.
6.5 Pump Calibration
Perform the pump calibration of paragraph 5. 2 at the 56 v dc
inverter input. Obtain an oscillograph trace of the start-up and
coast down transient.
6.6 Endurance Test - First 5000 Hours
A 5000-hour accumulative endurance test will be conducted on
the development pump-motor assembly, inverter, and cold plate. The
unit will be run continuous, where possible, 24 hours a day on a normal
work week basis. Unit will be operated at 3. 7 gpm pump flow, 0. 58 gpm
cold plate flow, and nominal 56 v dc inverter input (Ref: 44. 4 v ac at the
motor input).
Data listed in paragraph 4. 2. 2 will be recorded at least once
per shift. ,
6. 7 Pump Calibration at 5000 Hours
Perform pump calibration per paragraph 5. 2 at the 56 v dc
inverter input after 5000 hours total running time. Obtain the oscillograph
of the start-up and coast down transient.
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6. 8 Resistance and Continuity Check
Perform, resistance and continuity check per paragraph 4. 1.4
but at the 100 v dc megger voltage.
6. 9 Disassemble and Inspect
Cut off seal welds on the PMA end covers, disassemble and
inspect unit. Critical dimensions shall be recorded including pump
shaft and bearing dimensions.
7. 0 Reassembly and Re weld
7. 1 Resistance and Continuity Check
Clean and reassemble unit. Perform resistance and continuity
check of paragraph 4. 1.4, but at the 100 v dc megger voltage.
7. 2 Pump Calibration
Repeat the pump calibration of paragraph 5. 2 at the 56 v dc
inverter input.
Clean unit and remove o-rings from end covers.
7. 3 Resistance and Continuity Check
Perform the resistance and continuity check of paragraph 4. 1.4
but at the 100 v dc megger voltage.
7.4 Seal Weld
After cleaning, the end covers of the unit shall be seal welded
in accordance with Note 3 of Pesco Drawing No. 115146-100, Sheet I.
7.4.1 Proof Pressure Test
Prior to the helium leak test the unit shall be
pressurized to 150 psig for five minutes minimum with an
inert gas through the pump inlet line.
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7. 4. 2 Helium Leak Test
The pump-motor assembly shall be helium leak
tested in accordance with paragraph 4. 3 of Pesco Test
Specification TR-700.
7. 5 Resistance and Continuity Check
Perform the resistance test in accordance with paragraph 4. 1.4,
but at the 100 v dc megger voltage.
7. 6 Pump Calibration
Perform the pump calibration of paragraph 5. 2 at the 56 v dc
inverter input voltage. Obtain an oscillograph trace of the start-up
and coast down transient.
7. 7 Endurance Test - Last 15,000 hours
Conduct an additional 15, 000 hour accumulative endurance test
on the development pump-motor assembly, inverter and cold plate. The
unit will be run continuous, where possible, 24 hours a day on a normal
work week basis. The unit will be operated at 3. 7 gpm pump flow,
0. 58 gpm cold plate flow, and nominal 56 v dc. (Ref: 44. 4 v ac at the
motor input).
Data listed in paragraph 4. 2. 2 will be recorded at least once
per shift.
7. 7. 1 Endurance Test at 2. 0 gpm
At an accumulated running time of 19, 600 hours, the
pump discharge flow shall be changed to 2. 0 gpm and the unit
run for 100 hours.
7. 7. 2 Endurance Test at 0. 6 gpm
At an accumulated running time of 19, 700 hours,
the pump discharge flow shall be changed to 0. 6 gpm and the
unit run for 100 hours.
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7.7.3 Endurance Test at Maximum Flow
At an accumulated running time of 19,800 hours, the
pump discharge flow shall be changed to maximum flow and the
unit run for 100 hours.
7. 7. 4 Endurance Test at 3. 7 gpm.
At an accumulated running time of 19,900 hours, the
pump discharge flow shall be changed to 3. 7 gpm. Obtain an
oscillograph trace of the startup and coast down transient.
The pump-motor and inverter shall be run for 100 hours and a
sufficient number of start-stop cycles performed to
accumulate a total of 100 start-stop cycles for the 20,000 hour
endurance test.
7. 8 Pump Calibration
Perform the pump calibration of paragraph 5. 2 at the 56 v ac
inverter input voltage.
7. 9 Resistance and Continuity Test
Perform the resistance and continuity check of paragraph 4. 1.4
but at the 100 v dc megger voltage.
8. 0 Disassemble and Inspect
Cut off seal welds on the PMA end covers, disassemble and inspect unit.


























Pump Fluid Inlet Temperature






























































Diaphragm Operated 3-Way Diverting Valve
3-Way - Air Service
2-Way - Water Service
2-Way - Steam Service
Flow Directional Control
2-Way - Liquid CO2 Service
Stainless Steel Heat Exchanger
(Water and Hydraulic Oil)
Brass Heat Exchanger (Steam & Water)
4 Micron Absolute System Filter
Stainless Steel Reservoir
Liquid Level Sight Glass
Hydraulic System Temperature Controller




CODE TYPE . ITEM OR FUNCTION
TC 2 Thermocouple Ambient Temperature Controller
FM-1 Turbine Pump Output Flow Measurement
FM-2 Turbine Coldplate Hydraulic Flow Measurement
* MV - Quick Release Valve for Contamination
Bomb Sample
#CP-1 Avco Coldplate
VI - Voltmeter (DC)
S - Shunt (As required by amperes)
AMP - Ammeter
Count- - Frequency Counter
*INV. - Inverter
A - Ammeter (per line)
W - Wattmeter (per line)
V2 - Voltmeter (AC)
O - Oscilloscope (Wave Form)
*DC Power - Voltex Static DC Power Supply Mod. 82-253-1
* Temp Recorder - Minneapolis-Honeywell Mod. RY15306836
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